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Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of  
this world, according to the prince of the power of the air,  
the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience:
Ephesians 2:2

Editors' Introduction

We, THE SOMETHING, hereby present the inaugural 
issue of HAARP, a literary series offered through the Berkeley Art 
Museum & Pacific Film Archive’s THE POSSIBLE collective 
exhibition. We created this publication in the hope of combating 
the elusive happenings of the so-called greater powers by building 
an illustrious platform for writing that either averts or subverts the 
delusions of everyday life. In it we aim to create a placid glitch in 
the vast array of the technocratic landscape and invite a moment of 
blindness to the rising storm.

We would like to extend our warmest gratitude to all contributing 
writers whom we have had the privilege of presenting in this 
journal and who have filled its meager outline with their own 
individual, imaginative musings.

May the Storm in your Soul be Quelled in the Serenity of the Lord,

Brittany Ham & James Bradley
Co-editors
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THE CONTEMPLATIVE AND THE HAARPSICHORD 
Brittany Ham

“O Everlasting Light, far surpassing all created things, send down the beams of your 
brightness from above, and purify, gladden, and illuminate in me all the inward corners 
of my heart.”   - Thomas A Kempis

For here therein I feign to dwell in lowly wait, 
antenna fields discharge a song. The haarpsichord 
invokes eternal spring, the cherries blossom out
of season, and the seasons yield to flowers 
and creeping nettles raptured up in solar bliss. 
But I withdraw into myself and seek Your light, 
oh Lord. Your comfort searches inward, reviving me.  

The vineyards near the furrowed vale feel tense 
with energy and tactile force. Corrugated clouds
obscure the sky’s elapse to dusk and rising moon. 
The fields bestowed in hides and cloisters echo far
a song I’ve heard before, but never played so close
to forty days atop the mountain’s painful height. 

The grid, remote in torpor, rises out of sleep
and calibrates on breaking nature’s harmonies.
The vibrations themselves ensnare our feeble will 
and cloud its true desire to scorn the world’s surmise;
The error lies in watching sunset overwrought
with abnormalities in frequency discharge. 

The soil is blanketed with stiff and lifeless birds 
whose wings unbroken wither on ambrosial ground. 
And their divine design relates His wisdom true 
that was expelled from turbulent and gridded skies. 
The melody destroys the sowing season’s time
and petals under where their bodies rest emit
a noxious perfume chemically designed to burn. 
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The haarpsichord sustains its aria for Spring
as seedlings thrown at early dawn begin to slouch
with swarms of insects feeding off their ripened buds. 
Their pollen filters through the air and once combined,
distorts the greenery to scathing yellow hues.

The ploughed expanse regresses, paralyzed with fear 
and atmospheric mutations released at will. 
The transmission’s array beclouds the valley with
its melody conveyed in frequent, pulsing waves 
that rupture water troughs to boil overfilled. 

In forgiving them who steer the satellites, I pray
the Lord pierce the sky maligned with power, so 
to open up the heavens blessed and ever bright. 

And bring again the halcyon reprise that once
was painted full of grace, and now no longer drifts
by our allotted fate within the fractal’s song.  
And cast Your loving rays to cleave the troposphere,  
and search in us a very inward place, the most  
divine, interior enclave of blessed skies. 
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WHAT A FAR-SEER MIGHT DECRY OR APPROVE
UPON BLEAK EIDETIC NOTICE OF THE STATE 
OF THE EARTH
Casey FitzSimons

Whoever can see far enough might absorb meaning from a high-
resolution view of new farms, new cities, and newly diffuse 
determination. On bleak eidetic notice, a far-seer might decry or 
might approve of an inextinguishable impulse to propel, minute to 
minute, all energies in the drive to continue what has been, what 
was ever evolving, and what has been imagined.

One component of that impulse pleads the flailing ideal of practical 
wisdom, another extrudes a cadre of proselytizers for a new order 
and the proper inevitability of it, another breeds a parasitic 
entrepreneur to commercialize old wares for new needs, another 
illuminates the symbiosis of the revolutionary element with the 
disintegrating and ever-reconstituting establishment launched by 
the red shift of social decay into vicious defensiveness and self-
destructive opposition to the more adaptable agents of change, and 
another component of that impulse allows other elements to 
emerge and forces yet others to be submerged.

On bleak eidetic notice, a far-seer might decry or might approve of 
the involution of cities and rural areas. With that involution comes 
transformation of concepts of urban and suburban, of ownership of 
land and of any and all resources and commodities in limited 
supply. Cities turn into farms, whole city blocks being 
commandeered by farm lords who reprocess first the movable 
goods within and around buildings (including documents, 
furniture, artifacts of earlier forms of work and culture, implements 
of manufacture and grooming). Next they mine and merchandize 
glass, steel, concrete, and wood, convert wiring and other energy 
conduits. Farms turn into population centers for defectors from 
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cities (water, air, and vegetation being temporarily more 
accessible). Tents and shanties abut ass to belly on meadows that 
are alternately dusty or trampled to bedrock in the lanes along 
hedgerows of what even the most ingenious recyclers have found 
useless (those heaps will disintegrate in time to rich veins of iron 
oxide and polyethylene and oozing rivers of organic slime). And 
with that involution, suburban neighborhoods are converted to 
theme parks by gangs of priests of the new culture and institutions 
undergo cyclical demise and restoration. For example, consider 
legal institutions—transactions involving property and contracts: 
Consider the innovation of definitions and codes of control for 
previously unowned rights, privileges, powers, and immunities 
conferred by fame, information access, lineage, and other emergent 
commodities.

On bleak eidetic notice, a far-seer might decry or might approve 
the intermediate-term fate of the planet, the depletion of resources, 
conversion of substances into non-biodegradable material, the 
collapse of species and biodiversity in general, disappearing ozone 
layer and atmospheric instability, rising sea level and drought, 
occlusion of the sun by air pollution and space debris, lengthening 
of the distance between earth and moon, and the approach of 
asteroids.

If the far-seer is not indifferent and does synthesize these 
observations and can and does choose to influence the direction of 
change on Earth toward some good indexed against some value 
such that philosophers, mathematicians, and artists might glean 
some aspect of that plan and apply their aggregate ontologies 
toward a unified view of next steps, all the better.
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BUT YOU DON’T REALLY SEE THIS 
Allie Chandler

follow this 
finger 
it holds the bough steady 
we’re high enough here 
to unmask the rain 

climb starry nights 
select the best one 

I will fly out to meet you 
pull tiny moons 
around your waist 
light this cigarette 
let me break 

look around you, visionary 
fire tumbleweeds, they 
trespass just outside 

the atmosphere 
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THIRD SHIFT 
Allie Chandler

outgrow this cityscape 
eight arms slide 
dirty under fences, 
open palms beg 
for less forced ends 

you return each dawn to 
a childheap on the doorstep 
faces press wet kneecaps 
the skyline folds in half 
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GUSTS OF DOOM
Les Gottesman

Journalism

Fuck you: an American promise. I 
take emotional exception and a 
preemptive drink of drinks, a hot 
verb of mucus with a sour note 
underneath. My name is Les, and I 
am the news.

I was comatose at Columbia and 
communist in California. My friends 
are gone, and everything beautiful 
flops. One more exhale, then the 
fooling stops. I lumber and lurch. 
Fucked, an American promise. But 
on this page the news. 

Life of Frank

Guts scooped onto the flat world, 
arms beating, legs repeating, round 
and round the alphabet of exploitable 
sub-dominance. A mess of torn 
streets, weird-cat personalities, 
existential vigilantes, 
rapprochements of lust, Zen ennui. 
Cut, bled, a lexicrat of scars finally 
(fatally) forced off the balcony by 
widescreen discontent. 
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Elbowing

A thin analog membrane holds each 
of us in, not a word. Not a word. Not 
a word.

And bones (I see them, that’s how 
thin) demand food and shelter in 
exchange for labor. 

Do hypocrites get what they 
subliminally ordered? Broken arms, 
wings and legs? Let’s let the thought 
stagger, infarcting silent perversions 
(of justice). 

Do you trust your makeup under 
water? Cross my heart disguised as 
Rasputin!—known for his records 
and death. They broke all around 
him. 

Past Jupiter. The Outlaw Josey 
Wales spins not from circumstance 
but reason. Axiomatic, durable, and 
sideless.

Milton on Trial

Rape of god for a billion minutes. 
Twisting and rolling in his fingers, 
domestic drama commits megacide 
right here at home on the rancho. 
One must be pale to be unseen in the 
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dark—as another’s mouth writes 
“emotional slaughter” on the pillow 
in moist, early poison.

Dark French

It’s a cold read. The underworld is 
ridiculous, and empathy’s meager. A 
dilatory trial. The prosecution never 
rests, matching needles with craters, 
measuring flight risk, collecting 
empties, and all the lawyers bully 
hypotheticals: Mallarmé had hair 
“the color of willingness”—Verlaine 
“liked to be judged and spanked”—
and “Serge Gainsbourg Himself was 
called ‘Shit for Brains’ by his 
mother.”

The Harder They Fall

The bathtub held the elevator for 
mom, who cared nothing about the 
anatomical differences of polite 
ovoids willing to serve. I remember a 
private viewing—her, scalped in the 
death chamber. The ambassador 
sotto voce crooned, “Dead to the 
world, our southland poets—no ideas 
but in thangs.” Joe loved Sheila, too. 
He grazed on imponderables on a 
dizzying hillside expecting the 
steepness of their plight to shake the 
shepherdess down. 
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Cupid R. Mirror

I believe in expensive health. In a 
deep blue blush from the waist up. 
The towel I order erases mirrors. Flat 
rate. I seem alive. 

Word on the tea-colored way: 
hospital-on-hospital crime. Three 
kinds of racket. Blood event on the 
horizon behind bars, 90 percent 
flight risk, called “leaving the party 
early.” Now the pressure is on the 
children’s librarian. 

Vanguards

1

When unsane figures glowing 
crossed the Narrows, all the names 
of things they brokered (stall to stall 
in a market in a magic civilization) 
were leaked to Karl Marx from Mt. 
Palomar by the bomb-throwing wing 
of the party of bacon. 

2

We will sever the nerves of  
interlocking flagrancies said the 
youth of a country with nothing to 
lose. Their cockroach hero (his dark 
Roman curls!) farts white pensieri in 
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the museum of melted substances—I 
sneeze; or it’s a reaction to the dusty 
overcoats and shoes.
 
3

There wasn’t a bone in my 
calculations. Those days were 
themeless, lethargic, unused. Keys 
and pills lost in a forest of four trees 
when 1968 dropped dead.

No More Refills

Like an angry mob with goddamned 
French cuffs, everyone should have 
liberty, equality, and improbability. I 
remember blurred clouds, orange-
rimmed, strange-flamed, a 
performing map of the west come up 
to put me to sleep. Or Jesus’s wife 
dragged me to bed through cobwebs, 
cobwebs. But these are improbable.

Easy Rider

In Paris boastful empires queue 
before mirrors. Ugly USA wants to 
fool all of the people all of the time. 
China introduces behavior-altering 
soft drinks. Russian soul demands 
regular vacations at the Ritz of 
torture. 
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America’s State

Bricks without straw in the songs of 
North Carolina. American patriot 
zombie ground zero North 
Carolina…is deeply aroused. 

A million ruthless minds won’t clear. 
Cowering in crazes, never alone. 
Gothic pleasures stored in sleep. 

North Carolina is back and has 
something to say. North Carolina is 
home and looking out the front door.

Placement

“A sphere is an idea that cannot be 
manufactured, Ludwig.” Deaf as a 
stone in the air, he replied in curls of 
notes and beats, “I spit on Mozart’s 
Nazi proclivities. Just a kid acting 
smart, without cogitations and 
subtleties.”

To the Right of Spring

Opium and candy and milk of the 
mouflon. Peace fills the valley. So 
goes the vamp. So say the beings 
with whom you are inescapably 
linked in some way unknown to you, 
communicating with you outside 
your awareness. This makes suicide 
very interesting.
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Jennine Scarboro
NEW WORLD ORDER  /  NEW PARADISE

binary warble:
post-biological world

singing its music

VIRTUAL MOURNING

regarding Spirit
Technicolor images

emote their grief
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BEHOLD THE MEDIATRIX OF AEOUL !
James Bradley

I. Sang Réal

Though millennia abolish the boasts
Of dynasties & mountains alike, fans
Of the peacock-shaped peaks overlooking

Th' eastern outcropping of the Kingdom
Aeoul, self-deceived by malapropos portents
Of its own embellished creation myth

The puffing up of the bloodlines persists
Claiming a posteriori purity
Reverse-engineered to the dawn of debt

Afternoon tea grasped as the daintiest
Possible, most effete circulation
Of th' unbreakable & dear San Gréal1

While Sang Réal2 runs blue as a berry's blood
Or, a frostbitten blue blood in the cups
Of th' inner court, the hopelessly stained

signal beams from
     the galactic center3

Though millennia mark the progression
Of western thought within its history
Thoughtfully, designedly, in hatch marks

On the door post of the bridal chamber
Consummation stays an elusive mark
Evading even th' Empire of Aeoul
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II. The Ecliptic

Behold the Mediatrix ! casting long 
Shadows 'cross the courtyard of th' abbey
Like a black moon marooned between the stars

between mother
     and galactic center

Bemoan the breaking morn & its failure
To dilute the shadow dripping behind
The woman of th' endless interlude

Lewd analog to the wedding gown's train
Tarnished, trailed through the dark muddy waters
Alongside the banks of the River Lethe

Friars without mothers run the risk of
Rashly trailing the train, like paper boats
Swept away in a cataract of rain

Monks, weak in th' art of distinguishing
Female curvature from that of censors
Seen dimly through th' incense at matins

May best be served by simply pursuing
The Virgin in closed quarters at vespers
The Mediatrix hums, a satellite

miming signal beams 
     from deep within 
          the millennium
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III. San Gréal

Though millennia instill the courtyard
With countless crosses & the cadence of
A chanting Christendom in cross-section

Choirs in kenosis4 still quell the children's
Dread upon the cusp of inner courtship
Yet-unknown dramatic range of players

Drunk with a verbosity of wordsmiths
Magi drowning in the wine of currents
Winding around the phantom limbs adrift

Th' abbey, marooned between its Father 
And foster mother further fostering
The sour flow of Lethe's fluoride aqueducts

through territory 
     claimed by mimesis 
          immemorial

Weathers the peacock's seasonal blood feud
With the mirror tilted backward through time
As it prays on th' outskirts of Empire

Behold the Mediatrix ! her shade cast
'Cross the courtyard of the monastery 
Like a black moon marooned between the stars

between mother
     and galactic center
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a satellite
     devoutly awaiting

the long-promised
       late, red-shifted signal

______________________
1. San Gréal: old French, "Holy Grail."
2. Sang Réal: old French, "royal blood."
3. John Major Jenkins: 'I believe that the Galactic alignment stimulates 
consciousness evolution on this planet, whether or not beings alive during the 
alignment era are aware of it happening.'
4. Kenosis: from the Greek, "self-emptying."
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ON THE NONLOCALITY OF THE MESS: 
Jared Schickling

particles molecules and even small rocks become “entangled” at 
which subsequent
point 

measurement that produces knowledge of either 
member 

of entangled pairs—having each lived their separate 
existences—does absolutely predict so 

so influence state of partner—it 
will be inverse of 

original measure—this creation of another 
as such 

can be instantaneous 
regardless of distance 
between them

regardless of whatever had happened in their lives

as has been shown in easily and accidentally manufactured tests—
point we 
must return to 
insatiable 

where only explanation is information 
traveling 

faster than light which is—of course 
not possible 
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i 
discovered “quantum entanglement” 

ironically 
after exorcising  

instantaneous “newtonian” attraction 
holding 

two bodies together—silly
action-at-a-distance instead point we must 
return to

gravity propagates from mass with speed of light and human 
notions of time 
are conditions of its space—object’s speed makes 
its time 
go slower 

for who is slower—

—i never trusted “entanglement”  
so to this day still necessitates talk 
of underlying mechanisms 

shadow of 

ii who “
would not call it one 
but rather the characteristic trait 

of quantum mechanics, the one that 
enforces 

[the] entire departure from classical lines of thought.”
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Scientiae et patriae
scientia imperii decus et tutamen
scientia vincere tenebras
scilicet
scribimus indocti doctique poemata passim
scuto amoris divini
seculo seculorum
sed ipse spiritus postulat pro nobis, gemitibus inenarrabilibus
semper ad meliora
semper anticus
semper idem. 
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domestication of the ellipsis 
Jared Schickling

you’ll probably hate it dpal be’u
then I don’t want to bkra bshis pa’i rtags brgyad 

does it really matter one
not much apparently of eight auspicious symbols

apparently we suck endless knot design glorious knot of eternity  
does it really matter term of harmony influence of destiny person 
love noose
vishnu’s marked breast 
of vishnu not much apparently 

8 auspicious symbols, bkra shis rtags brgyad
lets go out glorious knot 

you’ll probably hate it dpal be’u
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New Details
Jared Schickling

emerged 
its secretive unit 
in foreign computers 

its harvest is nearly two point one 
million gigs every hour the equivalent 
of hundreds of millions of pages of text

for years its unit’s existence
has developed methods to obscure its tracks 
or disguise it as something else say

it’s investigating 
genes 
turned up on a farm, despite itself, not approved 

abandoned years ago, tested, mystified 
tests confirmed the farmer tried killing it
some of which survived

an oil rig ran aground 
in a bid to not pay 
hit by a storm “

provided 
a poison factory 
with the aura of a philosophy,

it would build this thing 
you could see with 
and then synced with it,”
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an incident that helped spark 
reviews pushed 
to the ground and placed in its chokehold

“kid’s humanizing stare
kid’s body language
incident

“one should never bottle-feed
a puppy in front of a cop 
one should know that

its mail won’t get through  
two hands containing the poison 
heard of

possibly 
the workers and the prod
can make another baby

but the ban 
on such medically necessary procedures
is absolute” perhaps

it will travel abroad
the pioneers are dead (obviously
and we’re all here)
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SILT
Clare Rickman

Morning glory buckles under the weight of the heavy cloudless 
sky. Before and after we trudge about the parrotweed, guilty, 
broken. For a time we came to the dam wrapped in red silk 
splashed with mud and puked and laid plans for the tearing of all 
trees, the scraping of all rocks and the ripping of all petals. Yes, 
destruction, Jessica, once again.

All towers must fall. All stones must rot, crumble, yearning to be 
part of the rock from where they came, desire for dust. Like rain on 
a lake. The circuit of all things. Coke bottles. The five brown 
horses outside the screen door, upset, angered by the dogs. Nipping 
each other’s hinds, stamping, whipping their tails. They will chase 
you down for sport, rear up. The heaviness of the sky, the heat of 
the dirt, the lack of in-between, drives them to it. The black and 
white shepherd bites the dark one’s long flickering tail. This is the 
tenth month of golden earth.

Failing all things kept in their mighty pinebox. Make me a painting 
of home and dread and rarefied markings. Alone in this. But more 
than salutations and less than thought and finding the need to 
tremble or right the imbalance of haves and masters and goats. No 
more of this and no more forgetting how I got lost again. Don’t 
talk like that. Don’t cry on this path. 

You damned rascal. Overheard in the soft fabric of sunlit bridges 
and yim yammering about the death of Chicago and the fear of 
metal on metal. Poor us. This girl standing by the noose, my twin 
among the dusty sheds, enveloped in lace. Just before dawn.
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MEZQUITAL
Clare Rickman

I remember the rattlesnake that struck you out here in the deserts of 
Mezquital. And how you do not speak of this. How only mother 
knows and how she told me never to tell.
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HISTORY OF HEAVING
Irina Contreras

My life is one that can be categorized by nausea and vomit. I know 
places by whether or not I have thrown up inside of them, next to 
them, or have narrowly avoided such an incident taking place. I 
can also categorize people I know by whether or not they have 
seen me vomit. I am expert in quieting the puke-like noises that 
erupt from most people’s mouths but equally skilled at vomit-like 
imitation for laughter. 

Kindergarten.

Its one of my first memories when the feeling captured me like a 
spirit and hasn’t let go. 

My world is silent. 

I am so short that my shiny black paisa shoes do not reach the 
different colored speckled tiles. I swing them back and forth, back 
and forth; swoosh swoosh when I am nervous. I imagine that my 
shoes cannot touch the aqua tile for a venomous ocean of sharks 
and monstrous seasnakes may be awoken and hungry for 
childflesh. 

Mrs. Walsh is coming to pick up our homework. 

My xerox had blown away the night before while I was goofing off 
in my dad’s Chevy pick up truck. My stomach is all complicated 
rope tricks and knots, fraying, twists, more twists, frays, 
constricting and knots. Mrs. Walsh walks closer, long blonde curls 
streaming down her waist side, giant lady boobs that scare me 
because they cover the rest of my view. My feet swoosh swoosh 
harder and pick up speed preparing for liftoff. 

“Your homework Irina…” She trails off… 

Silence. 
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My lower lip trembles and a thunderous rumble, uncontrolled and 
urgent, emits from my insides. I want to put my head down. I feel 
dizzy. I feel an itch coming and I begin swinging my feet back and 
forth, back and forth again hoping that the swoosh will cover up 
the rumbles. I shrug and a sob escapes from my mouth. 

Another rumble.

Louder than the first. Like a clap of thunder from deep within. She 
walks away and says “Well, I can’t give you a star then, which is 
too bad because you had the most until now…” Tobie Tufilaro’s 
mouth is open wide and Tiffany Conneley pouts to show her 
solidarity. I look up at the chart. 

There are a million wasps, bees, flies and rockets swarming 
through my belly now. I look at my name and I see it: the row of 
gold stars next to my name, a straight line untouched that is 
tragically cut short. 

I put my head down on my desk. It’s cold against my forehead. 

I feel dizzy. 

I’m green like a dirty body of water that we have seen while 
learning about pollution. I imagine the dead fish floating, the old 
paper cups, the dolphin that has swam into the six ring plastic soda 
holder because humans are too naughty to cut them. 

The color drains. 

And it comes. 

A polluted river from my little girl mouth. 

In place of where my homework should have been. 

It’s neverending. 

And silent. 

Soupy. 

My body is lifeless now. 
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The vomit has taken over and I surrender to it. 

Mrs. Walsh yells for Dmitri, this week’s class monitor, to get help. 
He waves his arms in the hallway as though he is an air traffic 
controller. 

I run out of our playroom door. 

The panic sets in. 

I am on a mission to disappear. 

The green is beginning to close in on me again as I duck into the 
first bathroom I see. 

Heaving as I run along, a giant vomit roar escapes from me before 
I can even reach the stalls. 

I am dry heaving now. I clasp onto the porcelain in a final attempt 
to hold onto something, anything, before I let the sharks and 
seasnakes take me. 

I ribbet and ribbet away like a frog. 

Ribbet ribbet ribbeting along as I give in and decide to lay on the 
cool tile. 

Two respectable looking white mothers have been following my 
ribbets and dash into the bathroom after me. 

We aren’t allowed to have stall doors so I have shut off the lights 
to hide as much as possible, resting my clammy skin against the 
dirty bathroom floor. 

I can hear them coming, voices of concern wondering where the 
little sick girl has gone. 

I ribbet ribbet on my side hoping to become invisible in my fetal 
position, forcing myself to convulsion. 

Suddenly the lights go on and respectable white mothers are there 
looking down at what remains of me. 
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“Oh, oh my dear, oh you poor little thing, oh oh oh oh. . .” 

They baby me along, one of them scooping me up into her arms 
unafraid of the liquid and stick. 

She is warm, not like my mother. 

She lets me vomit on her as she walks carefully to the office 
shielding me from the outside world, a palm clasped over my eyes 
to protect me. The other woman’s hands brush my sticky curls 
away from my forehead. 

I try to hold onto her, hoping she won’t let me go. 

My hands are slimy with heave and drool. 

I am devoid of energy, lackluster like the dullest star in the Milky 
Way. 

I’ve had no breakfast or snack. 

Suddenly, I am laying on Nurse Noah’s sick bed staring upwards. 

Warm respectable white lady is gone and Nurse Noah is 
begrudgingly calling my mother, who will have to take two buses 
to come get me. I can imagine her voice on the other end, 
emotionless with a hint of frustration. 

I shut my eyes as tightly as possible. 

I turn onto my side again and wait to hear my mother’s voice.
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CONSTRUCTED AWE ANALYSIS
Brittany Ham

The apotheosis of awe is the controlled reaction of the upper 
spheres to high frequency waves (fig 1). The Haarp strings span 
the heavens and the earth and the clouds serve as partitions. It is 
the opposite of the tearing of the veil in the temple (fig 2). This 
becomes increasingly evident as one considers the absence of an 
intercessor  and  the  consequences  of  being  left  to  one’s  own 
devices.  A  rent  in  the  fabric  of  space/time  perpetuates  the 
falsified storm. 
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LIBERATION OF THE COCA PLANT
IN THREE MOVEMENTS
Wilson Diaz, Amy Franceschini & Renny Pritikin

MOVEMENT I: 
Found Diary: Fragments from Spain’s Golden Age

Felipe II

1556
The Spain I have today inherited is a land of poverty, dust and 
leftover fragments of Islam. May God grant me the strength, I will 
build the world’s greatest Christian empire. 

1564
God gave me the wealth of Ecuador, Panama, Venezuela and 
Colombia and in return I am teaching our language and our 
religion to the natives. We are building a New Granada on the 
principle of free trade, which is the path to enrichment for all 
nations.

1570
For two years, since 1567, the priests had their Council of Lima 
and finally decided that coca was “useless, pernicious, and leads to 
superstition since it is a talisman of the devil”. I have written a new 
decree that the use of coca should be tolerated among the Indians, 
but urge the priests to be constantly vigilant to prevent its use in 
superstitious practices of witchcraft.
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1578
Word has come from Rome: “... for punishment does not take 
place primarily and per se for the correction 
and good of the person punished, but for the public good in order 
that others may become terrified and weaned away from the evils 
they would commit”. I must initiate a throne-sponsored terror 
campaign against Jews, Moors, and Protestants who only pretend 
to convert…We will burn their books as well as their bodies.

1580
Auto da fe: here is the ritual for carrying out these acts of faith. 

(1) Solemn Procession (2) Costume: We have the prisoner wear a 
yellow “San Benito” penitential garment and wear a 3 foot long 
pointed coroza cap – both painted with effigies, the flames of hell  
and devils. (3) Garroting for last minute repentance (4) Burning 
for the Unrepentant

1581
I have given orders that we export Auto da fe to Peru, to help with 
converting the Indians. The logo of the Spanish Inquisition depicts 
a cross, a sword, and a coca plant representing God, might and 
industry. We must burn out all heretical practices and attempts to 
deceive us with false conversions to the Church. We will have a 
Narco Inquisition as well.

1554
My new wife Mary [sections missing] …Catholic England…again.
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Mary I

1554 
The poets have made up a rhyme that I had people’s eyes gouged 
out, that I turned these three stubborn Protestants into three blind 
mice. I’ve never done such a thing. And they called me a farmer’s 
wife…because my husband, Philip, and I have combined our 
estates and they are so vast… Is it an insult to be an industrial 
‘farmer’? I think that they are jealous. One does not have to be 
down on hands and knees in the dirt to be a farmer. We can declare 
from London and Madrid what should be grown, here or in the 
New World, how it is to be used and distributed, now that the 
thrones of England and Spain jointly hold the land. 

1556
I am the Queen, and I am resolved that the people will share my 
husband’s and my faith. Ridley, Latimer and Cranmer, and only 
around 300 others in all, had to be put to the stake. They will arrive 
in hell, I’m sure, still searching for Luther to save them.

Elizabeth I 

1554
When I turned twenty last week, I snuck into my sister Queen 
Mary’s room. To me the Catholics have always been a mystery, a 
blood cult, blood and death. And there were her walls, covered 
with crucifixes, Christ in agony, pictures of suffering martyrs. And 
piled a foot deep on her night table was the biggest stash of 
cocaine I’ve ever seen. That’s what feeds her religious frenzy. Her 
husband, Philip, is supporting Spain, the largest Empire in the
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world, by importing every ounce of gold, silver and coke that he 
can squeeze out of Colombia.* The richer he and Mary became, 
the more they worship the Catholic Church and the more they 
pursue the Inquisition, fueled by the new sacrament: mass 
ingestion of coke. 

*Abraham Cowley, 

[Later addition in a different handwriting]

A Legend of Coca, 1662

Nor coca only useful art at Home,
A famous Merchandize thou art become…

1558
Mary has died a miserable overdose victim, choking on vomit and 
Latin. I will be Queen.

1588
Mary is dead for thirty years and still Philip is elaborating his 
fantasy of restoring England to the Pope and eliminating us as his 
only rival. Spies tell me he will send the world’s largest navy, the 
Armada, to destroy me and England, but his drug-addled plans will 
drown in the Channel. That’s why I will never, ever, touch 
cocaine. 
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MOVEMENT II: 
Botany

Excerpt from Official Report by Blind Botanist:
The First Illness of Coca 2009

On arrival in Colombia I discovered the epidemic the campesinos 
call floury cochineals rampant among the coca plants in this 
region. Though this disease has only been identified in the current 
decade, it has already developed a rich mythology: that the effect 
of man-made construction on the planet has caused an infinitesimal 
wobble in the earth’s rotation, to which this plant is highly 
vulnerable, resulting in this white residue on the bottom of the coca 
leaf. There is no truth to the claim that an excellent bread can be 
made from this ‘flour’, but we have had some initial remarkable 
success, using it as a sunscreen. My preliminary research indicates 
that the plant is attempting to counteract global warming by 
creating its own micro climate; the white material is a form of self-
manufactured frost that lowers the temperature of the plant. This is 
not a disease then so much as a self-medicating defensive measure. 
I have found that if the plant is placed on a slowly revolving, glass-
topped table (one degree rotation per day, i.e. one revolution per 
year) it allows the plant to reach internal climatic stasis and return 
to excellent health. 

Excerpt from Official Report by Blind Journalist:  
The Second Illness of Coca 2009

I was led, blindfolded, (doubly blind) to a field on which coca has 
grown for as long as anyone can remember. All the plants are now
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suffering from ash plague; in some ways this is the opposite of 
floury cochineals, in that rather than white bottoms, the plant’s 
leaves have dark, ashy tops. While no cure has been found, there is 
one fortunate use of this ash: it makes a lovely and highly 
functional ink. What I am told is that anyone who reads notes 
written with this ink becomes addicted to understanding the truth; 
therefore of course, it can only be manufactured in the smallest 
conceivable quantities, and held under the strict control of 
Colombia’s poet laureate. She has refused all offers from 
American journalists to discuss the story, unless we agree to file 
our reports using this ink. She will only discuss what she calls the 
deindustrialization and demilitarization of the plant.

Excerpt from Official Report by Blind Tourist:
The Third Illness of Coca 2009

I have discovered, while hiking with a guide, whole meadows of 
coca growing in the mountains, upon which sit the moth Eloria 
Noyesi. These moths have evolved to migrate from Tierra del 
Fuego to Nicaragua each year, and stop in Colombia to rest and 
absorb nutrients and energy from the leaves of the coca plant. This 
system has been in place for millennia, but the local people are 
concerned because the plants are now staining with the near-
photographic shadows of the moths. These spotted leaves are a 
message, they say, from the plants, not unlike the images of 
Madonnas found in smoky and ephemeral walls from time to time. 
While Madonnas are reminders of the need for faith, the spotted 
leaves are ostensibly warnings of global environmental fragility.
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MOVEMENT III: 
Fate

Coca Speaks for Itself

I am the Job of plants, I give and I give and receive nothing but 
God’s punishment in return. Make a little poultice (acullico), tuck 
me into your cheek, I will snuggle in there like a man on a couch 
watching television, and soon you are mildly stimulated. I 
immodestly perhaps think this is not a bad gift to humanity: a brief 
respite from fatigue, hunger, and thirst. Make a nice cuppa tea. 
How about my sweet little decorative shrubs with red berries in the 
city? I didn’t ask to become industrialized flora. I feel like the 
uncle of an infamous criminal, cocaine is a distant relative who’s 
embarrassed the whole family. 

I got along wonderfully for two thousand years with the Incas and 
Quechuas, then the Kogi, Arhuaco and Wiwa, and so many other 
native people. Coca is the social glue for weddings, for ayni, help, 
or hirings. I was in Hueca Prieta in 2500 BC. I worked with the 
fortune tellers (yatiri), the magicians (pacos), and the doctors 
(callawaya). I was traded in New Granada equally with silver and 
gold; in Potosi, which was as big as Paris. In the Sixteenth century, 
the silver miners were paid in coca. In the 1700s, I went to Paris 
and met with Linnaeus. Through the Decree of August 4, 1940, 
coca was declared a basic article, and its sale was mandatory in 
mining and railroad companies. I am hand-in-glove part of the 
history of this region and its commerce.
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The Activist’s Plan

Seeds are time capsules, veritable libraries on the history of beans, 
corns, papaya, lulo, mora, granadillas, curuba, pepino dulce, 
tomate, papayuela, maracuya, guanabana, mamoncillo, guama, 
aguacate, chirimoya, borojo, mamey, caimo, feijoa, guavas, 
pitahaya, and …coca. We can have seed libraries and plantings in 
the urban milieu, and a return to the notion of farmer as a place, 
deeply committed to a knowledge of the soil, weather, water and 
local needs. I dream of a blurring of the distinctions between 
agriculture, activism and art… A movement so integrated into its 
field, that it is invisible, a refreshing breeze…. 
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ANAGRAMMATIC POEMS WITH UNICA ZURN 
Ajit Chauhan

WILL I MEET YOU SOMETIME?

After three ways in the rain image
when waking your counterimage: he,

the magician. Angles weave you in
the body. Rings in the way,

long in the rain I become yours.

AND IF THEY HAVE NOT DIED

I am yours, otherwise it escapes and
wipes us into death. Sing, burn

Sun, don’t die, sing, turn and
born, to turn and into Nothing is

never. The gone creates sense - or
not died have they and when

and when dead - they are not.

ONCE UPON A TIME A SMALL

Once upon a time a small
warm iron was alone. No

Noise, no wine let in.
Lightly at the sea ran, while no

Ice was, thrush-pink in a
See-egg. All wink: tear
like all seeds. Sink in,

water germ, no, alone -
in a pillow. All warmth

once upon a time’s a mall.
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MEET TWO EYES. MOM, LILI. I - U. 

Stain a afterimage where her tiny
image. A reechoing knew why, outrun
Magician a wavelength see in you
body anywhere shitting
become a orienting hourly sin.

IF A HOT END THEY INVADED

Escape you wrist, inhere omits, a sad
Death be pissing union wurst
turn a sudden Dot sinning
turn a nonbinding thin Torso to
he creates on Evergreen Stone
why have a hot ended indent?
now Dead ahead, then entry.

LOP. MEN. A EMASCULATION.

a Lacunae limpest moon
a anal winnowers room
I entwine ones loin
night, alienate a worthy shell
A purchase within skin
elating weaker legs
A likeliness kindles
grew A eternal moon
Allow a whirl implant
animate a colons plume.
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES

James Bradley is an artist and writer living in San Francisco, CA. 
His work has been exhibited on Angel Island (CA), at Maniac 
Gallery (Oakland, CA), at the Verge Art Fair (Miami, FL), and 
elsewhere. His poetry has appeared in Caliban, Anamesa, 
Counterexample Poetics, and other publications. 
jamesdanielbradley.wordpress.com

Allie Chandler is originally from Grand Rapids, MI and taught 
high school English and Writing for three years. She currently 
attends California College of the Arts in San Francisco, where she 
is pursing her MFA in Writing. She has been published in 
Metazen.

Ajit Chauhan (born 1981, USA) attended Emerson College in 
Boston for film. After a year Chauhan moved back to California 
and began taking evening classes at Otis (Printmaking), Art Center 
of Pasadena (Photography) & UCLA (Psychology & 
Papermaking). Chauhan currently works and resides in San 
Francisco, California.

Irina Contreras is an interdisciplinary mediamaker and writer. 
Recent projects take the form of essay filmmaking and 
collaborative fundraising for young queer artists of color in LA. 
She has performed, shown and programmed film and video in 
venues throughout the US, Mexico, Haiti and Germany.

Wilson Díaz is a founding member (1998) of Helena Productions. 
Wilson practices painting, photography, video, and performance 
art. His work investigates the connection points in Colombia 
amongst personalities of the political, athletic, and cultural realms. 
The use of his own body as a site of investigation has increasingly 
become more important in Díaz' work while re-evaluating the 
relationships between art and politics.
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Casey FitzSimons is host of a reading series in Redwood City, 
CA, and is a frequent featured poet around the San Francisco Bay 
Area. Her work has appeared in Red Wheelbarrow, Midwest  
Quarterly, Sand Hill Review, Newport Review, Rock Bottom 
Journal, and many other print and online journals. Her books 
include Standing in the Open House (2013), Riding Witness 
(2012), and No Longer Any Need (2011). She has a master’s 
degree in Fine Arts from San Jose State University.

Amy Franceschini is an artist and founder of the San Francisco-
based art and design collective, Futurefarmers. Her work is highly 
collaborative and involves a diverse group of practitioners who 
come together to make work that responds to a particular time and 
space. Amy received her MFA from Stanford University. She is a 
Guggenheim Fellow and has exhibited at the New York Museum 
of Modern Art, New York Hall of Sciences and the Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum.

Les Gottesman’s first published poems were in Ted Berrigan's C 
magazine in 1965. More recently, his poems have appeared in 
Ambush Review, Antioch Review, H_NGM_N, Harper’s, Southeast  
Review, Textsound, and Wag's Revue. Finishing Line Press 
published Les's chapbook, Misuses of Poetry and Other Poems, in 
February 2013. See more of his work at lesgottesman.com.

Brittany Ham is a writer living in San Francisco.

Shaun O'Dell's work—which includes drawings, paintings, 
videos, music, and sculpture—explores the intertwining realities of 
chaos and order. He has exhibited his work at many venues 
worldwide. He earned his MFA from Stanford University and was 
the recipient of the 2009 Tournesol Award. O'Dell is co-organizer 
of The New New Masses, a lecture series on art and politics, and 
THE SOMETHING, an improvisational multimedia performance 
that promotes collective inquiry.
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Clare Rickman’s transitory experience through California College 
of the Arts MFA program in Studio Practice culminates as this 
year’s blue dicks and star thistles grace the pastures. She will again 
walk alone but now with arms full of images, words, and objects 
which she will feed on and impregnate for years to come. 

Jennine Scarboro is a poet, arts writer and painter. Her writing 
has appeared in Vallum, Whole Beast Rag, pacificREVIEW, 
Whitehot and on the KQEDArts website. When she’s not at her day 
job sorting slides of 80s installation-art in the CSP Archive, 
Jennine’s scribbling verses and making paintings in her downtown 
Oakland studio. www.jenninescarboro.com 

Jared Schickling is the author of several BlazeVOX books, 
including ATBOAGFPOPASASBIFL: Irritations, Excrement & 
Wipes (2013) and The Pink (2012), and the chapbook Prospectus  
for a Stage (LRL Textile Series, 2013). A critical work, “The 
Paranoid Reader: 2006-2012,” is forthcoming (Furniture Press). He 
is an editor at Delete Press, eccolinguistics, and Reconfigurations:  
A Journal for Poetics and Poetry / Literature and Culture. He lives 
in Western New York.
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